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Abstract
Object-Oriented Specifications with 3D visualize is the next cutting edge tool to organize
highway specifications which is a method in this thesis. This thesis explains the feasibility of
the technical methodology and cost-benefit in development of the full-scale project. The
prototypes are created by using state of the art software and programming. Many
combinations of software and approach are adapted in the project. The 3D urban intersection
model, which made from scratch, is simulated as a pilot model. The result shows the
possibility to develop the full-scale project with technical methodology. Moreover feedbacks
from experts in highway construction field, which are real users, are collected for further
development.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Often it is necessary to make smart and fast decisions based on supporting information.
Highway specifications, which include drawings, written specifications, and design
guidelines, are the basic form of information used by people working in the highway
construction business. However using these specifications is a tedious job. Users have to read
a combination of different specification books, and then go back and forth between each
book to gather all of information. This is a time consuming job. In the construction business,
wasting time means wasting money. To work faster and more effectively, one possible
cognitive way is to enhance the specifications.
Highway specifications have been improved from traditional book-style formats into
electronic format. In 2000, the Iowa Department of Transportation released an electronic
specifications based on traditional specifications. This electronic version helped users spend
less time searching for information. One good aspect of the electronic versions is the "quick
jump" function, which allows users to go to specific section by inputting keywords.
For its development, two major Iowa specifications are used including the Iowa
Department of Transportation (Iowa DOT) Specifications and The Statewide Urban Designs
and Specifications (SUDAS). Iowa DOT Specifications have been developed by the Iowa
Department of Transportation (Iowa DOT) for highway construction, especially rural areas.
The specifications were first created following the American Association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) guidelines. The specifications contain standard
specifications, supplemental specifications, drawings, road standards, design criteria, flagger
handbooks, contracts, addenda, and change orders. Urban Standards are also known as The
Statewide Urban Designs and Specifications (SUDAS). The statewide manuals are based on
the Central Iowa Standard Design and Specification Manuals. It was originally developed by
34 Iowa jurisdictions by following the urban specifications of the American Institute of
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Architects. Hence, the specifications continue development with a new method called objectoriented.

1.1 Related Work
The Object-Oriented Specifications project derives the idea of improving
specifications by using an object-oriented approach. Although, the object-oriented concept
started around 1980, it has been widely studied in the civil engineering field since 1996.
There have been examples of the object-oriented methods, such as simulating a hydraulic
object-oriented model (Solomatine, 1996), integrating the construction product and process
information by using the object-oriented design as a tool (Stumpf et al., 1996), and
simulating an earth-moving operation by using an object-oriented model (Marzouk, 2003).
To complete the entire object-oriented specifications project, a database is another main
approach that will be used. Badrah (1998) explained how to access specifications' databases.
Qi (2001) suggested the Web-based Street Construction Permit System working with
database.

1.2 Problem Statement
At present, Iowa highway specifications have been continually developed in both
content and system. An electronic library has been developed for most of the Iowa DOT and
SUDAS specifications under the name of Electronic Reference Library, or ERL.. However,
the traditional book style format of those specifications is still widely used. Besides the
additional computer advantages of browse and search technologies in the electronic system,
the structures of the book style and the electronic library are the same.

3

1.3 Objective
The purpose of the Development of 3D Web-based Highway Specifications project is
to improve the structure and visualization of the Iowa highway specifications with the major
advantage that the time consumption will be drastically reduced.
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Chapter 2
Technology Review
This chapter begins by reviewing existing technologies which are the object-oriented and
XML. With the object-oriented specification vision, the object-oriented programming
concept is considered. The XML data format is then explained which has gained renown
recently for exchanging data between different applications and even platforms. After that,
the overall concept of the project is described. At the end of the chapter, the various
recommended software solutions are discussed.

2.1 Object-Oriented Design
The Object-Oriented concept means that an object contains all of the necessary data
to fully describe that object. The concept of Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) started in
1960s with a programming language called Simula. However, it was not popular at that time.
During the 70s and 80s, Structured Programming was introduced and became popular. It was
easy to use in long coding files because their codes were broken down into "function" and
"procedure." In spite of this, Structured Programming had its own major problem, which was
difficulty to maintain. When programmers changed some of the program code, many parts of
the remaining code was affected. Because of Structured Programming problem, OOP became
popular in the ' 80s in the software development market. OOP now allows authors to break
programming codes into objects that can then be reused by other programs. Moreover, by
using the OOP concept, objects in an application do not need to be developed on the same
mac ine.
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2.2 TransXML (Transportation eXtensible Markup Language)
TransXML (Transportation eXtensible Markup Language) is a new developing XML
format. It is supported by National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP). The
major advantage, similar to other developed transportation XML versions such as LandXML,
aecXML, and OpenGIS, is to exchange the information for different applications or
platforms for software developers. TransXML is focused on civil infrastructure such as roads
and bridges.
XML, including TransXML, is a recently well-known file format due to its own
properties. The XML data itself contains data used to exchange information between
different applications or platforms. It is small in file size and flexible because it is coded in a
simple text format designed to use in any platform. In 1996, XML has been developed under
the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium, http://v~Tww.w3c.org). It derived from the SGML
(Standard Generalized Markup Language). The XML file size is pretty small compare to
other formats. It works on every operating system because it is a plain text format. With the
two major benefits, it is widely used. Until now, it has been used in many applications in
many fields from computer programming, publication to engineering, or even business. The
XML data is used for generate the general structure of applications. Several developed XML
schemas are opened to public, so data can be exchanged between different organizations at
the free of charge.
Contents of the XML include only data which are well organized. Each data set is
separated by angle brackets <

> in one file. The information inside and outside the angle

brackets represent header and embedded information respectively. An example of the XML
code is shown in Figure 2-1
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<highway>
I-35
</highway>
<highway>
ROUTE 69

</highway>

<name>I-35</name>
<properties>
<type>freeway</type>
<lane>four lane divided</lane>
</properties>
<name>Route 69</name>
<properties>
<type>super highway</type>
<lane>two lane undivided</lane>
</properties>

Figure 2-1: Example of XML code

Two data sets are shown in the XML code in Figure 2-1. First dataset is the highway
named I-3S with freeway-type and four-lane-divided properties Similar to the first dataset,
the second dataset is the highway named Route 69 with super-highway-type and two-laneundivided properties.
Although the XML code looks similar to the HTML code, they are totally different in
the functions. The XML is used to contain and exchange data while HTML is used to show
how the Web page is to appearance. Data in angle brackets in XML represent the heading of
data. And those in HTML represent functions to manipulate the Web page look.

2.3 Selection Considerations
The inspiration of the project is that the new style of specification is able to return
data in few seconds to users including designers, contractors, and people working in the
highway construction field. The state-of--the-art technologies nowadays are able to transform
volumes of specification books into an application that runs on a 4.5 inch disc such as a CDROM or DVD-ROM. With the object-oriented idea, users are able to retrieve information by
highway objects they are familiarize with. Enhancing by using 3D (three-dimension)
animation embedded, it will significantly make specification more comprehensible.

The best recommended approach is to develop the programming structure which
separates the data from the model. With the object-oriented programming, each unit
including programming, 3D models, and data, are able to be developed in different machines.
Developing each unit separately make it easier to organize and maintain. The illustration
shows this concept in the Figure 2-2

PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGE

DATA

3D MODELS

T

INTERFACE
TO USERS

Figure 2-2: Illustration of Combination Concept

2.4 Software Selection
Various categories of computer software are narrowed down to three categories:
(1) programming software, (2) 3D modeling software, and (3) data management and database
software.

2.4.1 Programming Software
The programming software for the project needs to function with 3D models and data
management or database software. Three major authoring tools which are the preliminary
selections for this project are Microsoft Visual C++ (VC), Microsoft Visual Basic (VB), and
Macromedia Director MX (Director). VC is the most flexible and the most complicated
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compared to VB and Director respectively. With its full functions and user-friendly feature,
Director was selected for this project. It provides libraries of source codes including 3D and
other multimedia scripts; Director authors, without extensive knowledge in programming, are
able to manipulate 3D models programming in a short period of time.
Director MX (or Director Version 9.0) is multimedia software developed in 2002 by
Macromedia, Inc. Director is one of the famous authoring tools for developing interactive
multimedia which has been used for presentations, interactive entertainment, and educational
products. The key features of Director MX are its user-friendly interfaces; widely accepted
end-user products, and the powerful language script named Lingo. The first feature is that
Director authors are able to apply long scripts of code by only one mouse click. The second
feature is that the end-user product of Director can be published as a stand alone Projector
(Projector is an application that runs by itself) or the Shockwave format which is widely
accepted over the Internet. For the Lingo language itself, it is the vital to enhance functions
of Director beyond the provided script to work with other applications.
Since Director Version 8.5, Director provides a function to work with 3D models. It
has functions to import and control 3D models. Users simply control 3D models by one
mouse click. It is done by adding Behaviors (functions in Director) by dragging and dropping
Behavior icons into 3D models. For additional functions which are not in the Behaviors' list,
specific functions can be generated by Lingo.
Director connects to other applications via aDynamic-Link Library (DLL) which is
also known as Xtra. To connect directly to database software, database Xtra from the 3rdparty is required. Popular database Xtras in the market are ADOXtra by Xtramania and
DataGrip by DataGrip, LLC. Both enable Director to connect to major databases such as
Microsoft Access, [IBM] DB2, Microsoft SQL, MySQL, and Oracle.

2.4.2 3D modeling software
3D modeling software must be object-oriented software with an ability to exchange
3D object information. The popular 3D modeling tools such as 3ds max by Discreet,

LightWave by Newtek, and Maya by Alias ~ Wavefront are considered. To choose the 3D
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modeling tools, the function to create Shockwave3D is required. However, LightWave 3D is
chosen for the initial phase because of the proficiency of a pilot member in LightWave 3D.
"LightWave 3D is the most complete andflexible software solution for 3D graphics
and animation," Newtek. LightWave 3D is a 3D modeling software developed by Newtek,
based in San Antonio, Texas. This program works on both Windows and Macintosh
platforms. Examples of LightWave 3D products are seen everywhere including television,
commercial ads, film, and games. Many examples of LightWave 3D can be seen in movies
such as Black Hawk Down (2002), robots in A.I.: Artificial Intelligence (2001), and
explosion scenes in Charlie's Angels (2000).

2.4.3 Data Management and Database Software
Two approaches to connect the data into the programming are to connect directly to
the data management software such as HTML Help or to connect to database software which
is listed below.
HTML Help is selected to be data management software because of its features. It is
also known as HELP in the Windows operating system. Although it can be created in many
ways, the most effective way is to make from HTML Help Workshop. The Workshop is
freeware from the Microsoft Web site at:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/en-us/htmlhelp/htmUhwMicrosoftHTMLHeIpDownloads.asp

The current version is 4.7 released in 1999 from the Microsoft Corporation. The functions of
the HTML Help are simulated as functions of a book. Content function in HTML Help is
similar to a table of contents in a book which makes users browse data by specific chapter.
Index function in HTML Help is similar to a book index which makes users browse data by
specific word(s). These two functions can be called by parsing information from
programming languages. The detail of HTML Help will be explained in the Chapter 4 related
to technical considerations.
The other approach is using database as a tool to connect to the data. Database
software is widely used nowadays because of data structures and an ability to work well with

other software. The data. inside is similar to data in a table where a row represents a record
and a column represents a field. The major database software in the market is [IBM]DB2,
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Microsoft Access, Microsoft SQL, MySQL, Oracle, and PostgreSQL. Many of them have an
ability to work on many platforms such as MySQL, which works on Windows, Linux, UNIX,
and Solaris platforms. The comparisons of database features are listed in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Comparison Database Features to Use in the Project

Access

Oracle

MySQL

Others:

MS SQL

Postgre,
[IBM]DB2,
Sybase
Stand Alone
database
Server
Technology
XML export
Multiple Login
(no. of users)
Cost

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

< 100 per min

> 100 per sec

> 100 per sec

> 100 per sec

> 100 per sec

$

$

Come with MS
Office Package

Author Skills

~

~

FREE with
$

copyright
notice

Beginner -

Intermediate -

Beginner -

Intermediate —

Intermediate -

Intermediate

Expert

Expert

Expert

Expert

For this pilot project, databases with astand-alone function are considered for storing
in CD-ROM format. So Microsoft Access and MySQL are selected and discussed. However,
for the full-scale project, all mentioned database software should be reconsidered to work on
the sever technology and multiple access on the Internet. Besides the database software,
XML is another format which might be considered for further development. The database
details are discussed below:
Microsoft Access is a database that comes with a Microsoft Office package
developed by Microsoft Corporation. The major advantages are easy to use and maintain.
The author skill range is from novice to intermediate. As a Microsoft product, it works only
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on the Windows platform. In the project, Access is being used because of availability and
user-friendly.
MySQL is the world's most popular open source database. It has been developed by
MySQL AB, based in Finland. MySQL is free of charge under the license of GNU General
Public License. It works with many major platforms such as Windows, Linux, UNIX,
Solaris, Mac OS X, and HP-UX. MySQL is chosen because it is available, affordable,
reliable, and can quickly access a database. The skill of the database author is from
intermediate to advance.
XML is a one format that must be considered in the future. It is a plain text format
which is developed by W3C (World Wide Web Consortium). However, XML is not a
database itself. It is a text document that has a structure similar to a database as discussed
earlier in this chapter.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
This chapter describes the development approaches of 3D Web-based Iowa Highway
Specifications. The chapter .begins by discussing the different development approaches.
Then, we show the currently system. Finally, the system requirements and features of the
application are discussed.

3.1 Development Phases
The following software is chosen for the pilot study as divided into the categories:
Programming software:

Macromedia Director MX educational version

3D Modeling software:

LightWave3D 7.0 demo
ads max 5

Data and Database software:

Microsoft Access 2002
Electronic Reference Library
HTML Help workshop 4.74

1Vliscellaneous (optional):

Adobe Photoshop 7 for retouching)

Macromedia Director MX (Director) works as a centralized software combining the
specification data and 3D models from either LightWave3D (LightWave) or ads max as
shown in Figure 3-1. Director works with the internal programming Lingo language to
communicate data and 3D models in the Shockwave3D format (extension W3D) together.
Both LightWave and ads max have an ability to generate the Shockwave3D. So, it can be
seen that with different modeling software, with Shockwave3D support, the software is able
1

Adobe Photoshop is a powerful tool to work on the interface part. Alternate software is Microsoft

Paint or Microsoft Photo Editor.
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to be used in the project. However, in the initial state, LightWave is preferred because of the
proficiency of the researcher which also reduces the learning time for ads max.

Programming part

~
~

~
~

Database

Access or

Lingo Language

HTML Help
Interface Part

~

~

r~
ERL

3D software

LightWave or
ads max

Director

~l

Figure 3-1: Software working Diagram

During the software selection period, prototype 1 was developed as shown in Figure
3-2. 3D models and specifications data are embedded in the Director environment. Real time
3D interactive world was also developed. Specifications data were kept in a plain text file
which Director manipulated by importing and exporting data. In prototype 2, Director
worked with database instead of a text file. ADOXtra, a Director plug-in, was selected. The
result showed the possibilities of seamless connection between 3D models properties and the
database software which was Microsoft Access at that time.
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,Projector

Rebar
Spec A
Spec B
Spec C

spec A
nononononononono
nononanono
nonononon
nononon

Click an object to see specifics

~

Start over
BALI

Figure 3-2: Prototypes 1 and 2

An urban intersection scene was chosen to be a pilot prototype which contained a
variety of items and information. Prototype 3 simulated a typical intersection as shown in
Figure 3-3. It included the 3D traffic signal model, specifications in database style, and
bitmap image drawings. The users were able to navigate around the intersection scene and
then select specification details. Concurrently, prototype 4 was developed. Unlike the
prototype 3, prototype 4 used XML data instead of real database software. The interface and
programming were kept the same. However, at that time, the XML style did not work well
because it was hard to manipulate and maintain.

Traffic Signal Lights

Figure 3-3: Prototypes 3 and 4 with Scene Stage (left) and Object Stage (right)
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r['hen, prototype 5 was developed by improving data structure and complexity of
backend programming. Two databases which were Iowa DOT and SUDAS specifications are
developed and stored in Access databases. Data was reorganized by storing only section, subsection, sub-sub-section numbers instead of the whole data. Unlike the previous version,
Director connected to the database to retrieve a specific section and then connected to the
ERL to retrieve specification data. The interface was changed by adding top and bottom
navigation menus. The idea of bird-eye-view was also applied. The prototype included 3D
light pole and driveway models. The idea of using a Scalable Vector Graphic (SVG) drawing
was adapted. SVG is an XML type which XML data generated image. However, it was no
longer used because of the complexity of the SVG structure.
f,
tle5patsjiaaBrlAoO s.ye riarx~

a~swr+so suw (~ootc)

~3~

traffic_iigtats
Pole
MatArial s

6? K

Select the data you want:
Description
'~~ Pvlethods
Fayrnent
~'` Standard_Drawing

i
~" ~► "~
Reset 4ie~v

RandTra?fit: i$h1:Pole

~N

Figure 3-4: Prototypes 5 with Scene Stage (left) and Object Stage (right)

After improving the stability of the programming language, prototype 6 was
developed with a new interface and two new functions, as shown in Figure 3-5. The new
interface improved the look by reorganizing the navigation menus and arrow icons. The XRAY function was added for users that were able to see hidden or overlapped objects such as
a rebar cage in a concrete footing. The SLICE function was added for users that were able to
see the cross-section of objects. However, the data structure was the same as the previous
prototype.
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Figure 3-5: Prototypes 6 with Scene Stage (left) and Object Stage (right)

I~ finally prototype 7, the current model, has been developed by improving the 3D
models, interface, and data structure which are discussed in the rest of the chapter. 3D
commercial buildings are added to make the urban intersection scene surreal. The context
menu (pop-up menu) function is developed. The interface function is discussed in the
Chapter 3.3. The program interface and images are shown from Figure 3-6 to Figure 3-20.
Finally the new data structure is explained in the following section.

3.2 Recommended Data Structure
In developing of the latest prototype, three different data structures have been used.
The three different approaches to connect to Electronic Reference Library (ERL) are listed:
1. Connect to the ERL document data via database: This approach uses Access as a
centralized database. The application returns the specifications data from the ERL which
following a section and sub-section number kept in Access. The picture is shown at the end
of the chapter in Figure 3-19.
2. Connect to the ERL document data via database-like XML: Unlike the first
approach, this approach uses an XML file as a database. This approach, using database-like
XML, is used to compensate the disadvantages of using a database. Unlike the database,
XML is smaller in file size and has less restriction access over the Internet. However, for the
full-scale project, both two approaches will be considered
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3. Connect to the data via database-like XML data to the ERL document in the
HTML Help format: This approach uses an XML file as a database. The application searches
for the selected context menu to HTML Help file and then returns the specifications data
from the ERL in HTML Help format as shown in Figure 3-20. This approach uses an
indexing technique in HTML Help. However, the major weakness of the HTML Help is that
it works only on Windows operating system.

3.3 Application Interface
An urban intersection with commercial buildings was simulated. 3D models in the
urban intersection scene are made from scratch except tree models. The user interface from
the project as shown in the following figures; the illustrations are created based on the
Windows Projector format. The project title is shown in Figure 3-6.
e

OOSPEC Prototype beta?

C~C3JCC~ '-OI~[CNTCD
Sf~C .IrIC/~TIONS

3D ~bjeCt-Oriented."'

High-pefiamiance computer

Text t~bject-Crented
Low-per€ormance :,omputer

Figure 3-6: Title of the 3D Web-based Highway Specifications
(Formerly Object-Oriented Specifications)
The main interface of the application (Figure 3-7) composes of the top function

menus, the left navigation menu, and the bottom left control menu. The function menus on
top are subject to change following the current object matched to the functions. The left
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navigation menu has four sub menus including MAIN MENU (to go back to the main menu);
SCENE (to select a different scene) (there is only urban intersection scene in this prototype);
SPECIFICATION; and YEAR (to browse two different types and versions of specifications)
as shown in Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10, respectively.

Two main views are scene view and model view. In the scene view (Figure 3-7 to
Figure 3-12), the users are able to navigate around and select an object to retrieve the
specification embedded by using a mouse controller. After that, the users will be brought to
the object view with the selected object (Figure 3-13 to Figure 3-20). In the object view, the
users are able to rotate, zoom-in, or zoom-out to a specific part of the object. In the model
view, there are additional two main functions including X-RAY for showing hidden or
overlapped objects and SLICE for showing the object cross-section. The internal search
engine `vhich has been decided to enhance query is still in progress. More details are
discussed in Chapter 4.2.
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Figure 3-7: Scene Stage Interface with the Urban Intersection
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Figure 3-8: Scene Stage Interface with the Gas Station and Ramp
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Figure 3-9: Scene Stage Interface Illustrating the Two Types of Specifications
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Figure 3-10: Scene Stage Interface Illustrating the Specifications' Versions
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Figure 3-11: Scene Stage Interface with the Road Utilities
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Figure 3-12: Scene Stage Interface with the Pavement Joint Details
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Figure 3-13: Object Stage Interface with the Intake and Sewer Pipes
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Figure 3-14: Object Stage Interface with the Cross Section Intake and Sewer Pipes
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Figure 3-15: Object Stage Interface with Traffic Signal System
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Figure 3-16: Object Stage Interface with Light Pole
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Figure 3-17: Object Stage Interface with Light Pole by Using the X-RAY Function
Showing Footing Reinforcing
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Figure 3-18: Object Stage Interface with a context menu appearing
when users select an object part
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t1~5.~2 PCtLES AtVD ~UPP~RTS,
Poles shall be steel, aluminum, or wood and the size and type specified.
Each metal pole shall consist of a tapered round shaft, complete with a base,
removable pole top, nameplate, or other identification and appurtenant supporting
devices. The nameplate shall include manufacturer's name, type, height, and shop
order number. Each lighting pole shall include provisions for supporting the luminaire or
luminaires.
Dimensions and other details will be shown in the contract documents. The Contractor
shall furnish poles and mast arms meeting the mounting height and mast arm length
shown on the contract documents. The structural design of the light pole shall be
based on the AASHTO Standard Specifications for Structural Supports for Highway
Signs, Luminaires, and Traffic Signals.
The assembled lighting unit, consisting of the pole and all attachments including
mastarms, luminaires, and breakaway base or slip base, as specified, complete and in
place on the footing anchor bolts, shall withstand windloading equal to a wind of 80
mph (130 kmfh) without fracture or apparent deformation of any component.
The pole base shall telescope the pole shaft and shall be attached to the pole shaft by
two welds (top and bottom) subject to approval of the Engineer. Bases for poles, other

Figure 3-19: Specifications Retrieved from the ERL Displayed in Internet Explorer
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=1185.02 POLES ANG SUPPORTS.
Poles shall be steel, aluminum, or wood and the size and type
specified.
Each metal pole shall consist of a tapered round shaft, complete
with a base, removable pole top, nameplate, or other identification
and appurtenant supporting devices. The nameplate shall include
manufacturer's name, type, height, and shop order number. Each
lighting pole shall include provisions for supporting the luminaire or
luminaires.
Dimensions and other details will be shown in the contract
documents. The Contractor shall furnish poles and mast arms
meeting the mounting height and mast arm length shown on the
contract documents. The structural design of the light pole shall be
based on the AASHTO Standard Specifications for Structural
Supports for Highway Signs, Luminaires, and Traffic Signals.
The assembled lighting unit, consisting of the pole and all
attachments including mastarms, luminaires, and breakaway base
or slip base, as specified, complete and in place on the footing
anchor bolts, shall withstand windloading equal to a wind of 80
mph (130 km/h} without fracture or apparent deformation of any

Figure 3-20: Specifications Retrieved from the ERL Displayed in HTML Help
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3.4 Features
3D Web-based Highway Specifications has been entirely developed in the
Construction Information Technology (CIT) Program, at Civil, Construction and
Environmental Engineering Department, Iowa State University. It is developed under the
name of Iowa DOT and Center for Transportation Research and Education (GYRE) at Iowa
State University.
It is created by Macromedia Director MX, the rich authoring multi-media on the web,
which provides the multimedia tools and 3D supports which is able to provide in different
media such as cd/dvd, kiosks and the web.

a) Installation
■

No need for .installation. It is able to run directly from CD/DVD or the Internet

b) Scene Stage
■

Select two types of specifications, Urban Standard and Iowa DOT specifications,
which are provided for various versions

■

Navigate around a scene by using the navigation icons

■

Detail by selecting the 3D objects

c) Object Stage
■

Rotate and zoom an object by using the navigation icons

■

Look through inside opaque object by using ~-RAY function

■

Slice an object by using SLICE function
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3.5 System requirement for end users2:
For windows projector (application with EXE extension)
For Windows users only
■

Win98, Pentium II, 64MB R.AM

■

Win2K, Pentium III, 128MB R.AM

■

WinXP, Pentium III, 128MB R.AM

For shockwave players
For Windows users
■

Win98, Pentium II, 64MB R.AM

■

Win2K, Pentium III, 128MB R.AM

■

WinXP, Pentium III, 128MB RAM

■

Microsoft Internet Explorer 6sp1, 5.5sp2, 5.01sp2

■

Netscape 7.1
For Macintosh users

■

Power Macintosh G3 , 9.2, 64 MB RAM

■

Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.1

2

The minimum system requirement is excerpted from the Macromedia Director MX users' guide
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Chapter 4
Technical Considerations
Various types of software are used to accomplish this project. This chapter describes the
technical detail related to the project. 3D modeling techniques are explained. Finally the
programming codes are discussed. A mixture of software is in the project including
Macromedia Director MX (Director), ads max version 5

(ads

max), Newtek LightWave 3D

version 7 (LightWave), Microsoft Access (Access), and HTML Help Workshop 4.74.

4.1 Models Creation
The Shockwave3D models in the project can be created in several ways. As
mentioned, the Shockwave3D models are created using Lingo codes or exporting from
numerous 3D modeling software. Different 3D modeling software creates the same
Shockwave3D models. Modelers can use their familiar software. So it will save the 3D
modeling time by reducing the learning time. The method of using Shockwave3D is
illustrated in the Figure 4-1.
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~~
Lingo code

Generating 3D models

~~
3d model in
3ds max

3d model in
LightWave

3d model in Maya

3d model in other
software

Exporting

Exporting
Shockwave3D
model (W3D)
in the project
Exporting

Exporting

Figure 4-1: Illustration of creating the W3D models

Metadata embedded in each 3D model is a fundamental for software to communicate
with each other. Metadata is defined as data used for exchanging data. In this project, the
metadata is recognized by names of models. A polygon name in ads max becomes a
metadata name in Shockwave3D. Similar to ads max, a layer name in LightWave turns into a
metadata name in Shockwave3D. Either one polygon in ads max or one layer in LightWave
is one object in Shockwave3D.
Preparing 3D models to cover every single object is vital in this project. Before
modeling 3D objects, planning to divide object into sub-objects is important. As previously
mentioned each object is represented by the name itself, the more subjects that are required,
the more objects are also needed. However, the object can be divided or combined later when
there are changes of the original specifications.
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4.1.1

3D modeling Technique-- Modeling
One of the commonly used 3D modeling methods is a creating primitive object

method. Using primitive objects such as boxes, cylinders, spheres to create models is simple
and easy to understand as shown in the Figure 4-2. Complex objects can be made by using
boolean operations such as union or intersection between two or more objects.

Figure 4-2: Eight primitive models initially generated (left) and a light pole model (right)

Eight cylinder-shaped objects combine into a light pole shape initially as shown in
Figure 4-2. Then, they are modified into the final look by adding, subtracting, and reshaping
as shown in Figure 4-3. The light fixture in the top image is reshaped by bending the end part
of the fixture. The arm curve, in the second top image, is bent for smoothness. The handhole
and conduit in the third image is reshaped. And base in the last image is tapered. Bolts and
washers are added. Finally textures are applied to the objects as shown in Figure 4-4

Figure 4-3: Primitive models (Left) and Detailed Model (Right)
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4.1.2

3D modeling Technique —Applying Surface
Finishing 3D modeling process implies applying surfaces to objects. The surface of

the 3D model is similar to the skin of a human. Different surfaces make different looks. The
purpose is to make the object more meaningful and realistic.
There are two types of surfaces: texture surface and image map surface. The texture
surface is controlled by various factors including color, luminosity, transparency, glossiness,
and reflection level. With a different value, a same 3D model can be changed from a metal to
a plastic look, or even a water look. The Figure 4-4 demonstrates the same model with
texture surface (the left image) and without texture surface (the right image).

Figure 4-4: Texture Surface

Unlike the texture surface, the image map surface is controlled by overlaid images.
An object surface is placed by an image. Figure 4-5 shows an example of image map surface.
Two photos are used as image map surfaces on the keep-right sign.
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r

Figure 4-5: Image Map Surface

The major drawback in applying surface is losing information when models are saved
in Shockwave3D. Some texture properties and objects' shadows are not available in
Shockwave3D. The bump map texture, a texture property for generating difference levels on
the surface, is an example of a texture which cannot be used in Shockwave3D. Image map
surfaces with the picture of bump texture will be used instead. For the objects' shadows, they
are not able to cast in the Shockwave3D. To make a fake shadow in Shockwave3D can be
done by adding an object in black color texture and then using with the main object.

4.2 Programming Considerations
Programming is the core of the project. Director works by managing many casts such
as texts, images, 3D models, sounds clips, VDO clips, and programming language named
Lingo. Combination from different file types became one organized file type under one
project in Director. The output can be either a standalone application (EXE extension for
Windows) or Shockwave file (DCR extension), which run on Internet browsers with the
Shockwave plug-in ready.
Director workspace is composed from Menu bar, Tools bar, Stage, Score, Script,
Cast, and Properties as shown in Figure 4-6. The director nature works as a timeline
controlled by the Score dialogue. It starts from frame 1, and then continues frame by frame
similar to slideshow by the order of the frame number.
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Figure 4-6: Director Workspace

The Tool bars are on the top and left column. The Stage, the main screen on the top left,
shows the final product look. The Script on the right displays codes embedded in objects.
The Score, a window shown by horizontal bars in the middle of the screen, shows the
timeline of whole project. The pointer starts from frame number one until the last frame that
an author defines. The pointer flows continually from frame by frame until it finds the stop
code; the stop Lingo code is defined by the function "go to the frame." The Cast, a window
displayed as pictures on the bottom screen, contains objects (which is also called casts) are
using in the project. Properties is on the right column displays properties of casts.
Using Lingo scripts in Director, required a specific code type at the beginning of
every Lingo code. This code is called handler which represents a starting point and explains
how the code starts. Without handlers, no commands are able to run. Examples of handler
codes are listed below:
on mouseUp

The function after the handle starts when click and
release left mouse button
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on mouseWithIn

The function after the handle starts when move cursor
is over the cast

on exitFrame

The function after the handle starts when the frame
pointer exit the current frame

In the 3D Web-based Highway Specifications project, there are four main stages. In
the title stage, as shown in Figure 4-7, there are two menus for supporting both highperformance, which run 3D object-oriented specifications, and low-performance computers
with plain text object-oriented specifications, which is a choice for the future development.
Next, the scene selection stage is shown in Figure 4-8. In the pilot study, there is only urban
intersection scene. At the top right corner the Search function is displayed. To search the
specific specifications, Lingo calls HTML Help (code is displayed in Lingo Code 3 in the
Appendix). After a selection is made, the users will go to next stage.
OOSPEC_Pr ototy pe_beta 7

OQJCC ~-Ot~ICNTCD
ShCC~.:1rIC/~TIONS►

3D ob}ect-Jri~~;~c

HigFrpertormance computer

Text t~bjecf-C~r•ientec
Lvw-performance ~~r'r?puler

Figure 4-7: Title Stage
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Intersectson

Figure 4-8: Scene Selection Stage

4.2.1 Scene Stage
The Scene Stage, as shown in Figure 4-9, is a stage for the user to browse and
navigate around objects. It is composed of three modules, the main 3D scene model, the top
function menu, and the left navigation menu. In this stage, there are two main Lingo codes
running at the backend. They are codes to retrieve the model properties and to add the sky
into the scene.
To retrieve the model properties, the mouse location is monitored; Lingo code is
displayed in Lingo Code 4 (refer to the Appendix). When the mouse cursor is over a model in
the scene, Lingo will check the object which has the same location. Then it returns the name
of that object back to the Lingo. After that the name is checked to the list of the specification
objects. If it matches, the Lingo changes the mouse cursor to a finger instead of an arrow.
Afterward if the user clicks on the model, Lingo carries the name of the object to the next
function in the Object Stage. The selected object also displayed in the next stage. If it does
not match, Lingo returns nothing to the Scene Stage and waits for further command.
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Examples of objects not listed are commercial buildings or trees which are not related to the
highway specifications.
To add sky backdrop into the Scene Stage is shown in Figure 4-9 (Lingo Code 5 in
the Appendix). A sky bitmap image is imported and placed as a backdrop of the 3D model.
The area without models in the scene is replaced by the backdrop. The backdrop is a property
in a camera item of 3D models.
UTILITY

SEARCH,

Ni1S'3ATiC1N

MAIN M[ NU

.:GENE

-. . .

INTERSECTION

$PE~If NATION

[$el@ct Spec]

YERR

[Select Year)

Figure 4-9: Typical Scene Stage —Urban Intersection Scene

Moreover there are Lingo codes working at the backend of the menu and navigation
bars. The top function menu contains the UTILITY function displaying road utilities detail
and SEARCH function which is the same as that in the Selection Scene Stage. The road
utilities in the urban intersection scene are simulated at one end of the road as shown in the
Figure 4-10 (Lingo Code 6 in the Appendix.) However, the previous approach for displaying
road utilities is shown in Figure 4-11. The pavement, subgrade and subbase are removed to
show the utilities' details beneath. From experts' feedbacks, they prefer the first approach.
The opening pavement method code is displayed in Lingo Code 7 in the Appendix
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Figure 4-10: Scene Stage with Road Utilities Detail
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Figure 4-11: Scene Stage Displays Utilities Detail by Opening Pavement, Subbase, and Subgrade

The navigation menus, descriptions, and the embedded commands are explained below:
NAVIGATION MAIN MENU — Go back to main menu (Lingo Code 8 in appendix).
Lingo changes the frame pointer into the position of the main menu.
SCENE —Display the current scene name (Lingo Code 9 in the Appendix). Lingo
changes the frame pointer to the position of the beginning of the current scene.
SPECIFICATION — Select a type of specification from two main specifications
which are Iowa DOT and SUDAS (Lingo Code 10 in the Appendix). Lingo keeps the
specification type information and carries this parameter for browsing the specification in the
Object Stage.
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YEAR — Select a version of specification from different versions (Lingo Code 11 in
the Appendix). Lingo keeps the specification version information and carries this parameter
for browsing the specification in the Object Stage.
Arrow Up and Down Icons —Dolly the positions of the camera in 3D scene in and out
(Lingo Code 12 and Lingo Code 13 in the Appendix). Lingo changes the value of horizontal
camera position. It works when the mouse left button is pressed over any of these arrow keys.
Arrow Rotate Left and Right Icons -Pan the position horizontally of the 3D scene left
or right (Lingo Code 14 and Lingo Code 15 in the Appendix). Lingo changes the horizontal
angle value of the camera. It works when the mouse left button is pressed over any of these
arrow keys.
Reset View —Return to the beginning position (Lingo Code 16 in the Appendix).
Lingo changes the position and angle of the camera when mouse left button is clicked and
released over the word.

4.2.2 Object Stage
A typical Object Stage is shown in Figure 4-12. Many functions in the stage works
with the parameters carried from the Scene Stage including a main object (as shown is a
Light Pole), a specification type, and a specification version. To change the appearance of a
3D model is done by zooming in or out and rotating the 3D models. The function menus on
top are displayed and changed according to a current 3D model. It displays more functions
when the model required more function to display covert details. An example in Figure 4-12
shows a special function which is X-R.AY because the light pole model contains special
information. When the user selects the X-RAY function, the footing of the light pole will
disappear and the rebar cage, anchor bolts will be revealed (Figure 3-17). Similar to this, the
function SLICE reveals the cross section of the intake as shown in Figure 3-13 and Figure
3-14.
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Figure 4-12: Typical Object Stage -- Light Pole Object

The Object Stage is composed of three modules, the main 3D model, the top function
menu, and the left navigation menu. In the stage, there are two main Lingo codes running at
the backend. It is the code to query the specific specifications following the object and subobject users choose and to create context menu (Lingo Code 17 and Lingo Code 18 in the
Appendix).
To query the specifications, it works by checking the sub-object that embedded
specifications exist when the user selects the object. Then, Lingo links the model information
to the data information which is discussed in the next section in Linking Models to
Specifications. After that, Lingo retrieves the frequently use information from the data source
and, then, displays as a context menu (pop-up menu) overlay the 3D model. Finally the data
of the selected menu, the main object, the sub-object, the specification type, and the
specification version are sent to generate the specific specification from the data source. If
either the specification type or version is not selected, Lingo will alert users to choose any of
them. The output format can be any of the HTML Help, Shockwave, and Windows
Application which depends on the output parameter in Lingo.
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To create a context menu, Lingo creates it from small portions of bitmap images in
rectangular shapes and text. Lingo generates the menu separately by creating rectangular
boxes over the 3D models. It creates the light-gray solid rectangular bitmap image. Then, it
overlays another dark-gray solid rectangular bitmap image at the mouse position for
highlighting a header. The mouse position is checked for enough space on the right or bottom
though. After that, the text menu is overlaid one by one. Finally, the context menu is ready
for users to select. If the user selects the menu, Lingo checks the mouse position. Then, it
calculates the position of the selected menu by line numbers. If the user chooses another
model, Lingo will generate new screen by clearing overlays. The source code is adapted from
the context menu from Chrome Lib for Macromedia by Karl Sigiscar
(http://www.chromelib.com).
Two main functions in the stage are X-RAY and SLICE functions shown on the top
And the CRITICAL CHANGES! function appears is on the left navigation menu as shown in
the Figure 4-13.
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Figure 4-13: Typical Object Stage —Intake Object in cross section

With the X-RAY function, the user is able to see through some solid objects (Lingo
Code 19 in the Appendix). Lingo works by hiding specific defined objects in the scene. Then
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overlapped objects can be seen. When X-R.AY function is selected again, Lingo reveals those
3D objects.
With the SLICE function, the user is able to see the cross-section of the 3D model as
shown in Figure 4-13 (Lingo Code 20 in the Appendix). The Lingo works by switching
between two models, a full model and across-section one. When the SLICE function is
selected, Lingo reads the camera position and angle of the current model. Then, the two
models are switched. The new model with that camera position and angle shows. So the two
models are switched seamlessly.
With the CRITICAL CHANGES! function, the critical changes in specifications are
flashed on the 3D models. Lingo checks differences between current and previous versions of
specification. When they are found, then Lingo changes the texture values for critical
changes (Lingo Code 21 in the Appendix). However this function is an idea for further
development only. There is only flashing on the texture without the real data changes at this
point in time.
The navigation menus on the left and the embedded commands are listed below:
NAVIGATION MAIN MENU —Same as the command in Scene Stage — Go back to
main menu (Lingo Code 8 in appendix). Lingo changes the frame pointer into the position of
the main menu.
SCENE —Same as the command in Scene Stage —Displays the current scene name
and also browses users to the opening of the scene (Lingo Code 9 in the Appendix). Lingo
changes the frame pointer to the position of the beginning of the current scene.
SPECIFICATION — Select a type of specification from two main specifications, Iowa
DOT and SUDAS (Lingo Code 10 in the Appendix). Lingo keeps the specification type
information and carries this parameter for browsing the specification in the Object Stage.
YEAR — Select a version of specification from different versions (Lingo Code 11 in
appendix) Lingo keeps the specification version information and carries this parameter for
browsing the specification in the Object Stage.
Arrow Up and Down Icons —Dolly the positions of the camera in 3D scene in and out
(Lingo Code 22 and Lingo Code 23) Lingo changes the value of camera position in the 3D
model. It works when the mouse left button is pressed over any of these arrow keys.
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Arrow Rotate Left and Right Icons —Rotate the 3D object left or right (Lingo Code
24 and Lingo Code 25). Lingo changes the rotation value of a113d models. It works when the
mouse left button is pressed over any of these arrow keys.
Reset View —Return to the beginning position (Lingo Code 26 in the Appendix).
Lingo changes the position and angle of the camera when mouse left button is clicked and
released over the word.

43 HTML Help
HTML Help is an application for organizing data. It is also known as HELP in the
Windows operating system. It is a stand alone application with CHM extension which is
created by HTML Help Workshop provided by Microsoft Corp. The HTML Help Workshop
kit is freeware available at the following Web site:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/en-us/htmlhelp/htmUhwMicrosoftHTMLHeIpDownloads.asp

The major advantages are well organized under one file (or more) with various
beneficial ways to access it. Similar to searching from a table of content, the first way is to
browse data section by section via Content Tab. The second one is to browse data by
indexing a word similar to the index at the end of a book. The last way is to search a specific
words) by using the Search feature in HTML Help. With these methods, data can be used
easily in the well-organized HTML Help.
The limitation of the HTML Help is that it works on a Windows operating system
only. However, HTML Help can be deployed on the Internet by using it as a Web page. It
runs on a browser which is supported by a Java Environment, which can be downloaded free
of charge from the Java Web site, (vv~ww.java.com). Nevertheless the Search function is not
supported on the Internet.
Using HTML Help as a backend of other software can be done via Application
Programming Interface (API). In the project, the HTML Help is called from Director via
Xtra, worked as the API for Director. It is called to display the table of contents, index
with/without specific word, and search tabs. HTML Help Xtra is built in the project by using
XtraBuilder and Visual C++ software. XtraBuilder is a stand alone application by Gary
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Smith (http://www.mods.com.aulXtraBuilder) to create ready-to-use Xtras. Some of the
HTML Help API commands used in this project are listed:
HH DISPLAY TOC

API function to open the table of content tab

HH DISPLAY INDEX

API function to open the index tab

HH DISPLAY SEARCH

API function to open the search tab

HH KEYWORD LOOKUP

API function to open the index tab with point at
the specific word as defined

HH_FTS_QUERY

API function to open the search tab with search
the specific word as defined

Although, the HTML Help supports the function on HH_DISPLAY_SEARCH and
HH FTS_QUERYAPI command, the Microsoft announced this bug in 2002, as shown in the
following Web site:
http://support.microsoft.com:80/support/kb/articles/Q241/3/81.ASP&NoWebContent= l
For the future, if this function works, the project will be developed with a search
function as a backend device. It will use the Search function in HTML Help via Xtra in
Director.

4.4 Linking Specifications to Models
In this section, the discussion of linking specifications to models and vice versa is
explained. Before one can link specifications to models, both model and specifications
information need to be collected. The exact specification is retrieved with the unique object,
a sub-object, specification information. However, in the project, there are three different
approaches. The methodologies are explained separately below:
1. Connect to database to the ERL document —When the users select the sub-object,
the properties including the name of the object are sent into the Lingo programming. Then
with the exactly names of the object and sub-object, Lingo goes to the database and query the
two field which matches the object name and sub-object name. Then it returns the list of
object properties to appear on a context menu. At the same time, the data which contains the
section, sub-section, sub-sub-section, and so forth are brought into the Lingo programming.
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Finally, when one of the menus in the context menu is selected, Lingo interprets the selected
menu into the specific section number and opens ERL document in a browser with that
number.
2. Connect to database-like XML data to the ERL document —Similar to the approach
of connecting to database except data type. After the data of specific section is parsed into
the Lingo, the ERL document is opened in a browser. Unlike the database, XML is smaller in
file size.
3. Connect to database-like XML data to the ERL document in the HTML Help
format —This approach is similar to the approach of connecting to database-like XML data
but different outputs.
When the users select the sub-object, the properties including the name of the object
are sent into the Lingo programming. Then with the exactly names of the object and subobject, Lingo goes to the XML file and query the two field which matches the object name
and sub-object name. Then it returns the list of object properties to appear on a context menu.
At the same time, the data which contains the section, sub-section, sub-sub-section, and so
forth are brought into the Lingo programming. Finally, when one of the menus in the context
menu is selected, Lingo interprets the selected menu into the specific section number and
open the HTML Help file. The Index tab in the HTML Help file is opened with that
specification data.
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Chapter 5
Results
After the pilot study is done, there are many discussions related to the project
advantages and areas of improvement. Many programming opportunities are described. The
project is also presented to experts in highway construction fields to obtain their feedback for
further development.

5.1 Benefits to Users
The prototype shows a possible methodology to combine specification books with 3D
models. It demonstrates that the query time for specifications is significantly decreased. In
the long run, the time consumption of query specification will be drastically decreased if the
full-scale project is completed with the well organized data. However, the feasibility study is
in progress. It determines the cost-benefit of the full-scale project based on cost and time of
development.
From the feedback, a new style of specifications is appreciated. Many people like the
idea of using 3D models to represent the specifications and also the idea of an object-oriented
system that reduces the time required to read and understand the specifications.

5.2 Areas of Improvement and Recommendations
For further development, areas of improvement with the recommendations from the
developers and feedback of the project are listed below:
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5.2.1 Preparation Issue
The big error met during developing the prototype is not to understand the highway
speciation and drawing thoroughly. This issue makes more time consumption for developing
3D model and data related. Completely understanding both specification and drawings is
crucial for further development.

5.2.2 Programming Issue
In the Lingo programming portion, there are many redundant functions running in the
program because of the beginner programming skill of the author. Although it works
smoothly in the prototype, the full-scale project must meet the problem of unnecessary
memory consumption. With the existing codes, the modifications of those codes are
suggested.

5.2.3 Models Issue
Models can be improved by making them more surreal while keeping the number of
polygons as low as possible. The reason is to reduce useless information on the model that
makes the programming slow. Before first creating the models, the maximum details of
models should be analyzed.
With the models concern, the feedbacks are always claimed that the 3D-Models
should be more realistic and at least accurate. The examples are such as the radius of curb,
the slope of the curb ramp, and the size of the intake.

5.2.4 Data Issue
Currently the specifications data does not cover every detail. With the concern from
the feedback, to find an approach that covers every single data in specifications is crucial.
The project data is represented by the objective models, so the subjective data cannot be
represented in 3D models.
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The best recommendation approach is to index the data set. It will accelerate the
development of full-scale project with meaningful indices of the whole specifications data.
The underpinning of the project is indices of those data, so development of indices that are
based on physical objects and their sub-objects is another idea for further development.

5.2.5 Cost and Maintenance Issues
Feasibility study for development cost is important. To further develop afull-scale
project it is totally depend on the feasibility. The feasibility study is based on predicted workhours to develop the full-scale project. The cost issue is still on going process.
Maintenance is another major concern to continue develop full-scale project. How to
manage the cost and time is the must for next consideration. In the pilot study, only the
technical issue is done. The maintenance issue is still on going process.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
Development of highway specifications is continually developing in both content and format.
It has changing from the traditional book style into an electronic format that decreases the
time consumption to find information. This thesis shows that it is possible to manage the vast
quantity of specification information by blending them into one intelligent electronic system.
The combination of 3D models and embedded specifications data is the approach. This not
only reduces the time required for querying specifications by using object-oriented
specifications, but also by improving visualization by using 3D models in the project.
However, the possibility of full-scale project development based on feasibility study is on
going process.
In the near future, the wide use of the Internet, will automatically update
specifications online without releasing new media. Moreover, on the hardware side, the
palmtop computer or picture-book will be more widely used. Using the specifications on
those devices will be much more convenient than a desktop or laptop. With continual
development on technologies nowadays in both the hardware and software sides, highway
specification will only get easier to use.

S1

Appendix
a) Glossary
Application Programming Interface (API) - A set of software functions used by an application
program as a means for providing access to a system's
capabilities.
Backdrop

- An image that covers the entire screen and occupies the
rearmost plane of a workspace.

Bitmap Image

- A graphic image stored as a specific arrangement of
screen dots, or pixels

Camera

- A simulated camera used in a 3D object controlled by
positions and rotations.

Compiling

- A process of programming to convert a source file into a
binary file which the computer uses.

Context Menu

- A popup menu that appears when you click on an object.
It displays a list of function that can be performed.

Database

- A collection of information organized and presented to
serve a specific purpose.

Dolly

- An activity in cinematography to move camera in or out of
target.

Dynamic Link Library (DLL)

- A file containing a collection of Windows functions
designed to perform a specific class of operations

Electronic Reference Library (ERL)

- An electronic specification contains Iowa highway
specifications

eXtensible Markup Language (XML)

- A subset of SGML constituting a particular text markup
language for interchange of structured data.

Handler

- A Lingo representation of the action to be perform when
a function is called

Interface

- An interface is what you see when you look at your
monitor

Java Environment

- A computer programming language invented by Sun
Microsystems.

Lingo

-Programming language for Macromedia Director
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Overlay

-The process of superimposing image over another image
or graphic.

Pan

- An activity in cinematography to rotate camera left or
right.

Plug-in

- A small piece of software that enriches a larger piece of
software by adding features or functions.

Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG)

-Anew format for web graphics that uses XML schema to
describe the shapes

Server

- A computer or device on a network that manages
network resources.

Shockwave

- A technology developed by Macromedia, Inc. that
enables Web pages to include multimedia objects.

Shockwave3D

-Anew format of Shockwave file including 3D models for
Macromedia Director version 8.5

W3D

- An extension of the Shockwave3D file

Xtra

- A dynamic link library plug-ins for Macromedia
Applications.
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b) Lingo codes
Lingo Code 1: Go to START frame
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Lingo Code 2: Highlight Text cast when Mouse is Over
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Lingo Code 3: Call Search Tab in HTML Help
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Lingo Code 4: Retrieve Model from 3D Scene
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Lingo Code 5: Add Sky Backdrop to Scene Stage
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Lingo Code 6: Display Utilities
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Lingo Code 7: Remove Pavement to Display Utilities
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Lingo Code 8: Go Back to Main Menu
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Lingo Code 9: Go back to Scene Stage
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Lingo Code 10: Set Specification Type

57

Lingo Code 11: Set Specification Year
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Lingo Code 12: Move into Scene (Dolly In)
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Lingo Code 13: Move back out of Scene (Dolly Out)
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Lingo Code 14: Turn View Point to the left (Pan Left)
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Lingo Code 15: Turn View Point to the Right (Pan Right)
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Lingo Code 16: Reset Position to Original Position in View Stage
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Lingo Code 17: Get Specification from Selected Object and Displayed Context Menu
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Lingo Code 18: Create Context Menu Overlay 3D Models
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Lingo Code 19: X-RAY function
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Lingo Code 20: SLICE function

67

Lingo Code 21: Flash Texture for changed detail
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Lingo Code 22: Zoom into 3D Object
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Lingo Code 23: Zoom out of 3D Object

69

Lingo Code 24: Rotate 3D Object to the Left

69

Lingo Code 25: Rotate 3D Object to the Right

69

Lingo Code 26: Reset Object Stage to Original Position

70
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Lingo Code 1: Go to START frame
on mouseUp me
markerFrame = "START"
go marker (markerFrame)
end

Lingo Code 2: Highlight Text cast when Mouse is Over
property spriteNum
on mouseEnter me
blendVolume = 70
sprite(the currentSpriteNum).blend = blendVolume
end
on mouseLeave me
sprite the currentSpriteNum).blend = 100
end

Lingo Code 3: Call Search Tab in HTML Help
(This lingo code is based on Xtra name htmlhelp.x32 created by the
thesis author using Xtramania application and Visual C++)
on Cal1HTMLHelp(a0bject,aText )
aSelectedText = a0bject&" "&aText
rxIndexHTMLHelp("help.chm",aSelectedText)
end
on Ca11HTMLSearch
rxSearchHTMLHelp("help.chm")
end

Lingo Code 4: Retrieve Model from 3D Scene
Property
Property
Property
Property
Property
property

tClickedModel
pSprite
pMember
pMarker
pModel
pValidObject

Global ooMainObject
On mouseUp(me)
ooMainObject=""
pSprite = sprite(me.spriteNum)
pMember = pSprite.member
pMode1 = pMember.mode1[1].name
pMarker = "OBJECT"
gotoMarker
end
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on goToMarker(me)
tClickedModel = pSprite.camera.modelUnderLoc(the mouseLoc point(pSprite.left, pSprite.top))
if tClickedModel <> 0 then
put tClickedModel.name
pValidObject=TRUE
case tClickedModel.name of
"gTrafficSignal":ooMainObject="TrafficSignals"
"gLightPole" :ooMainObject="LightPole"
"UtilitiesLines:StormSewer":ooMainObject="Intake"
"UtilitiesLines:Intake":ooMainObject="Intake"
otherwise pValidObject=FALSE
end case
If pValidObject then
go to frame pMarker
end if
end if
end goToMarker

Lingo Code 5: Add Sky Backdrop to Scene Stage
property
property
property
property

cameraAngle
spriteNum
pMember
tl

global backdropNeeded
on beginSprite
pMember =sprite(spriteNum).member
tl = pMember.newTexture("SkyBack", #fromCastMember, member("Sky"))
end
on enterFrame
if backdropNeeded then
pMember =sprite(spriteNum).member
cameraAngle = pMember.camera[1].transform.rotation
ptBkdrop = -200
pMember.camera[1]. addBackdrop(t1, point(0, ptBkdrop), 0)
end if
backdropNeeded = FALSE
end
on endsprite
pMember =sprite(spriteNum).member
pMember.deleteTexture("Skyback")
end
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Lingo Code 6: Display Utilities
property pModel
property pMember
property pSprite
global oldTransPos
global oldTransRot
on beginSprite
sprite the currentSpriteNum).member.text = "UTILITY"
end
on mouseUp me
--parameter
trenchPos = vector( 24000, 440, -1030 )
trenchRot = vector( 175, 70, -175 )
pSprite = Sprite(50)
pMember = pSprite.member
pCamera = pMember.camera(1)
tMember = sprite the currentSpriteNum).member
tText = tMember.text
if tText = "UTILITY" then
oldTransPos = pCamera.transform.position
oldTransRot = pCamera.transform.rotation
pCamera.transform.position = trenchPos
pCamera.transform.rotation = trenchRot
tMember.text = "BACK"
end if
if tText = "BACK" then
pCamera.transform.position = oldTransPos
pCamera.transform.rotation = oldTransRot
tMember.text = "UTILITY"
end if
end

Lingo Code 7: Remove Pavement to Display Utilities
on beginSprite me
pMember = member("Intersection")
pModel = pMember.model("Street:Pavement2")
if pModel.isInworld()=1 then
sprite the currentSpriteNum).member.text ="UTILITY"
else
sprite the currentSpriteNum).member.text ="SURFACE"
end if
end
on mouseUp me
removeObject = ["Street:Pavement2","Street:Lane Marking"]
ObjectCount = removeObject.count
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repeat with i =1 to ObjectCount
pModel = pMember.model(remove0bject[i])
if pModel.isInWorld()=1 then
pModel.removeFromWorld()
else
pModel.addToWorld()
end if
end repeat
if pModel.isInworld()=1 then
textDisplay = "UTILITY"
else
textDisplay = "SURFACE"
end if
sprite the currentSpriteNum).member.text =textDisplay
end

Lingo Code 8: Go Back to Main Menu
on mouseUp me
markerFrame = "FRAMEI"
go marker (markerFrame)
end

Lingo Code 9: Go back to Scene Stage
on mouseUp me
markerFrame = "SCENE"
go marker (markerFrame)
end

Lingo Code 10: Set Specification Type
property spritenum
on mouseUp me
member("MainSpecName").text = sprite the
currentSpriteNum).member.text
go to "SCENE"
end

Lingo Code 11: Set Specification Year
property spritenum
on mouseUp me
member("MainYearName").text = sprite the
currentSpriteNum).member.text
go to "SCENE"
end
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-- pseudo code for the fade text of SUDAS earlier version
on beginSprite
aText = sprite the currentSpriteNum).member.text
if member("MainSpecName").text ="SUDAS" then
if aText = "oct2003" then
else
sprite the currentSpriteNum).blend = 5
end if
else
if member("MainSpecName").text ="IOWA DOT" then
if aText = "oct2003" OR aText = "apr2003" then
else
sprite the currentSpriteNum).blend = 20
end if
else
sprite the currentSpriteNum).blend = 100
end if
end if
end

Lingo Code 12: Move into Scene (Dolly In)
on MouseWithin
if the mousedown then
pSprite = sprite(50)
pCamera = pSprite.member.camera[1]
pPosition = pCamera.transform.position
aDollyAmount = -50
pCamera.translate(0,0,aDollyAmount )
end if
end

Lingo Code 13: Move back out of Scene (Dolly Out)
on MouseWithin
if the mousedown then
pSprite = sprite(50)
pCamera = pSprite.member.camera[1]
pPosition = pCamera.transform.position
aDollyAmount = 50
pCamera.translate(0,0,aDollyAmount )
end if
end

Lingo Code 14: Turn View Point to the left (Pan Left)
on MouseWithin
if the mousedown then
aRotateAmount = 1
pSprite = sprite(50)
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pCamera = pSprite.member.camera[1]
pPosition = pCamera.transform.position
pCamera.rotate(0,aRotateAmount,0)
end if
end MouseWithIn

Lingo Code 15: Turn View Point to the Right (Pan Right)
on MouseWithIn
if the mousedown then
aRotateAmount = -1
pSprite = sprite(50)
pCamera = pSprite.member.camera[1]
pPosition = pCamera.transform.position
pCamera.rotate(0,aRotateAmount,0)
end if
end MouseWithIn

Lingo Code 16: Reset Position to Original Position in View Stage
property pCamera
property pCamera0riginTransform
on BeginSprite
pCamera = sprite(50).member.camera[1]
pCamera0riginTransform = duplicate(pCamera.transform)
end beginSprite
on mouseUp
pCamera.transform = pCamera0riginTransform
end

Lingo Code 17: Get Specification from Selected Object and Displayed Context Menu
global
global
global
global

ooObject
menuList
linkList
objectHeadText

Property
Property
Property
Property

tClickedModel
pSprite
pMarker
pModel

Property forHTMLHELP
Property forShockwave
property
property
property

pMember
pCamera
pHead

(old properties above)
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property pList
property pAdjustedH
property pAdjustedV
property menuCount
property overlayCount
property preNoTexture
property pDisplayed
property pLineHeight
property spriteNum
property pWidth
property pHeight
property pRect
property pLineHeadingAdd
-- TRUE/FALSE Property
property pClickOnMenu
the context menu
property sMenuOn
stage
property pClickOnObject
property
property

-- The mouse Cursor is over
-- context menu is on the
-- A 3D Object is clicked

ptHilite
ptMenu

on mouseUp me
-- parameter for the output file
forHTMLHelp = FALSE
forShockwave = FALSE
-- initial parameter
pClickOnMenu = FALSE
pClickOnObject = FALSE
pSprite = sprite(me.spriteNum)
pMember = pSprite.member
pModel = pMember.model[1].name
pCamera = pMember.camera[1]
pLineHeight = 20
pLineHeadingAdd = 6
pWidth = 120
if checkSpecYear() then
-- 1st -- selecting the Model RETURN the name of the object
tClickedModel = pSprite.camera.modelUnderLoc(the mouseLoc point(pSprite.left, pSprite.top))
if tClickedModel <> 0 then
pClickOnObject = TRUE
ooObject=tClickedModel.name
end if
-- 2nd -- Deciding that clickedObject is on Model or Menu
-- THREE CONDITIONS -- 2a-on MENU (on both MENU and OBJECT) 2bon OBJECT
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-- 3rd -- reading XML file to know how many context menu will be
shown
readXMLFile(ooObject )
if objectHeadText<>"" then
pList = menuList
pHead = objectHeadText
else
pHead = "Object"
pList = list( )
end if
menuCount = pList.count
pHeight = (menuCount*pLineHeight) +40
-- checking the context menu area
if not voidP(pRect ) then
if inArea(the mouseLoc,pRect) then
pClickOnMenu = TRUE
end if
end if
-- select the object and return the context menu
if not pClickOnMenu then
if pClickOnObject then
pDisplayed = TRUE
createBGbitmap
createTextMenu(pList)
createOverlay
clearCastMember
end if
end if
-- select the menu and RETURN the output (HTMLHELP or HTML File)
if pCLickOnMenu then
-- select the context menu and return the specific menu
-- finding which menu will be chosen
pMenuHeight = the mouseLoc.LocV - pRect.top - pLineHeadingAdd
- pLineHeight + pLineHeight-- erase the title line
pSelectedMenuNumber = (pMenuHeight - (pMenuHeight mod
pLineHeight)) / pLineHeight
if pSelectedMenuNumber > pList.count then
pSelectedMenuNumber = pList.count
end if
if pSelectedMenuNumber <> 0 then
pSelectedMenuText = pList[pSelectedMenuNumber]
if pSelectedMenuText = "Search ->" then
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if checkSpecYear( ) then
callSearchFeature(ooObject )
end if
else
if forHTMLHELP then
cal1HTMLHelp(ooObject,pSelectedMenuText)
else
toBrowseSection = linkList[pSelectedMenuNumber]
-- select the HTML file NOT HTML HELP to specific
specifications and years
put "SPEC TYPE :"&member("MainSpecName").text
put "VERSION :"&member("MainYearName").text
put "SECTION :"&toBrowseSection
if member("MainSpecName").text = "IOWA DOT" then
toBrowseSpec = "IADOT"
else
toBrowseSpec = "SUDAS"
end if
toBrowseYear = member("MainYearName").text
pFilePath = the moviePath
&"Data\"&toBrowseSPEC&"\"&toBrowseYear&"\"&toBrowseSection
goToNetPage pFilePath
end if
end if
end if

-- Return that object is clicked
pClickOnObject = FALSE
end if
end if
end mouseUp
on mouseLeave
pSprite = sprite(spriteNum)
pMember = pSprite.member
removeExistOverlay
pRect = Rect(0,0,0,0)
end
-- Check Specification and Year that are selected from the list
already
on checkSpecYear()
sReadytogo = TRUE
if member("MainSpecName").text = "[Select Spec]" then
if member("MainYearName").text = "[Select Year]" then
alert "Please choose a specification type and year"
sReadytogo = FALSE
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else
alert "Please choose a specification type"
sReadytogo = FALSE
end if
else
if member("MainYearName").text = "[Select Year]" then
alert "Please choose a year of specification"
sReadytogo = FALSE
else
sReadytogo = TRUE
end if
end if
RETURN sReadytogo
end
on callSearchFeature(aobject )
--pseudo SEARCH Feature are listed below
pseudoCheckSearch = TRUE
case aobject of
"Intake:Storm Sewer":
aLink = "StormSewer"
"Intake:AccessCover":
aLink = "AccessCover"
"Intake:Insert":
aLink = "Insert"
"IntakeCrossSection:Storm Sewer":
aLink = "StormSewer"
"IntakeCrossSection:AccessCover":
aLink = "AccessCover"
"IntakeCrossSection:Insert":
aLink = "Insert"
otherwise
pseudoCheckSearch = FALSE
end case
put "pseudoCheckSearch

= "& pseudoCheckSearch

aLink = the moviePath&"data\fakesearch\"&aLink&".html"
if pseudoCheckSearch then
gotoNetPage aLink, "searchPage"
end if
end

Lingo Code 18: Create Context Menu Overlay 3D Models
global
global
global
global

ooObject
menuList
linkList
objectHeadText
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Property
Property
Property
Property

tClickedModel
pSprite
pMarker
pModel

Property forHTMLHELP
Property forShockwave
(old properties above)
property pMember
property pCamera
property pHead
property pList
property pAdjustedH
property pAdjustedV
property menuCount
property overlayCount
property preNoTexture
property pDisplayed
property pLineHeight
property spriteNum
property pWidth
property pHeight
property pRect
property pLineHeadingAdd
-- TRUE/FALSE Property
-- The mouse Cursor is over
property pClickOnMenu
the context menu
-- context menu is on the
property sMenuOn
stage
-- A 3D Object is clicked
property pClickOnObject
property
property

ptHilite
ptMenu

on createTextMenu(aList)
create text head menu
member("MenuHead").text = pHead
--create text menu
repeat with i =1 to menuCount
pText = new(#text)
pText.fontSize = 14
pText.font = "MS Sans Serif"
pText.text = aList[i]
pText.name = "Menu"&i
end repeat
repeat with i =1 to menuCount
pText = new(#text)
pText.fontSize = 14
pText.fontStyle = [#underline]
pText.font = "MS Sans Serif"
pText.text = aList[i]
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pText.name = "MenuHilite"&i
end repeat
removeExistOverlay
end
on removeExistOverlay
sMenuOn = FALSE
-- remove all Overlay
pCamera = pMember.camera[1]
overlayCount = pCamera.overlay.count
if overlayCount > 0 then
repeat with i = overlayCount down to 1
pCamera.removeOverlay(i)
end repeat
end if
-- find number of pre-texture
totalNoTexture = pMember.texture.count
repeat with i = totalNoTexture down to 1
if pMember.texture[i].name ="MenuBG" then
exit repeat
end if
end repeat
if i = 0 then
preNoTexture = totalNoTexture
else
preNoTexture = i-1
end if
-- remove unnecessary texture
repeat with i = totalNoTexture down to preNoTexture+l
pMember.deleteTexture(i)
end repeat
end
on createOverlay
-- create textures of BG, head, and menu
sMenuOn = TRUE
ptBG =
pMember.newtexture("MenuBG",#fromCastMember,rnember("MenuBG"))
ptHead =
pMember.newtexture("MenuHead",#fromCastMember,member("MenuHead"))
ptMenu = pList
ptHilite = pList
repeat with i=1 to menuCount then
ptHilite[i] _
pMember.newtexture("MenuHilite"&i,#fromCastMember,member("MenuHilite
►►&i))
end repeat
repeat with i=1 to menuCount then
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ptMenu [ i ] _
pMember.newtexture("Menu"&i,#fromCastMember,member("Menu"&i))
end repeat
-- check edges limit
pMenuEdgeH = the mouseH
pMenuEdgeV = the mousey
pSprite = the currentSpriteNum
psWidth = sprite (pSprite) .width
psHeight = sprite(pSprite).height
psLocH = sprite (pSprite) . LocH
psLocV = sprite(pSprite).LocV
if (the mouseH + pWidth) > (psLocH + psWidth/2) then
pMenuEdgeH = pMenuEdgeH - pWidth
end if
if (the mousey + pHeight) > (psLocV + psHeight/2) then
pMenuEdgeV = pMenuEdgeV - pHeight
end if
pAdjustedH = psWidth/2 - psLocH
pAdjustedV = psHeight/2 - psLocV
-- overlay the textures
HPosition = pMenuEdgeH + pAdjustedH
VPosition = pMenuEdgeV + pAdjustedV
pCamera . addOverlay (ptBG, point (HPosition, VPosition) , 0 )
HPosition = pMenuEdgeH + pAdjustedH + 10
VPosition = pMenuEdgeV + pAdjustedV +7
pCamera.addOverlay(ptHead,point(HPosition,VPosition),0)
repeat with i=1 to menuCount then
HPosition = pMenuEdgeH + pAdjustedH + 10
VPosition = pMenuEdgeV + (i*20) +pAdjustedV +10
pCamera . addOverlay (ptMenu [ i ~ ,point (HPosition, VPosition) , 0 )
end repeat
-- RETURN the position of box
pRe ct =
rect(pMenuEdgeH,pMenuEdgeV,pMenuEdgeH+pWidth,pMenuEdgeV+pHeight)
end
on createBGbitmap
pBitmap = member("MenuBG")
pImageDepth = 24
bmp = image(pWidth,pHeight,pImageDepth)
pOffset =3
bmp .fill (0, 0, pWidth-1, pHeight-1, rgb (204, 204, 204) )
bmp. fill (pOffset-1, pOffset, pWidth-pOffset1, pLineHeight+pLineHeadingAdd, rgb (150, 150, 150) )
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bmp.draw(pOffset,pOffset,pWidth-pOffset, pHeight-pOffset,
[#shapeType:#rent, #lineSize:1, #color: rgb(255, 255, 255)])
bmp.draw(pOffset-1, pOffset-1, pWidth-pOffset-1, pHeight-pOffset1, [#shapeType:#rect, #lineSize:l, #color: rgb(102, 102, 102)])
pBitmap.image = bmp
end
on clearCastMember
repeat with i =1 to menuCount
member("menu"&i).erase( )
end repeat
repeat with i =1 to menuCount
member("MenuHilite"&i).erase(}
end repeat
end
on inArea(aPoint,aRect )
put "MOUSE LOCATION ="&aPoint
put "MENU LOCATION ="&aRect
aIn = False
mH = aPoint.locH
mV = aPoint.locV
if (mH < aRect.right and mH >aRect.left and mV >aRect.top and mV
<aRect.bottom) then
aIn = TRUE
end if
return aIn
end

Lingo Code 19: X-RAY function
global ooMainObject
global showThrough
on beginSprite
-- check that the object have THROUGH function or NOT
-- in the full project, this data will be read from the properties
of objects
case ooMainObject of
"Intake":
showThrough = true
"LightPole":
showThrough = true
otherwise
showThrough = false
end case
if showThrough then
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sprite the currentSpriteNum).member.text = "X-RAY"
else
sprite the currentSpriteNum).member.text = ""
end if
end
on mouseUp me
case ooMainobject of
"LightPole":
removeobject=["LightPole:footing"]
turnonoff = true
"Intake":
removeobject=["Intake:Backfill"]
turnonoff = true
"StreetPavement":
removeobject=["StreetPavement:StreetPavement_Section"]
turnonoff = true
otherwise:
turnonoff = false
end case
if sprite(50).member.name = "IntakeCrossSection" then
put ""
else
if turnonoff then
pSprite = sprite(50)
pMember = pSprite.member
NumberRemoveobject = removeobject.count
repeat with i = 1 to NumberRemoveobject
pModel = pMember.model(removeobject[i])
if pModel.isInWorld()=1 then
pModel.removeFromWorld()
else
pModel.addToWorld()
end if
end repeat
end if
end if
end
Lingo Code 20: SLICE function
global ooMainobject
global slicedon
property spriteNum
on beginSprite
-- on the full scale project, this function will be show when the
slice enable is found
pMember = sprite the currentSpriteNum).member
if ooMainobject ="Intake" then
pMember.text ="SLICE"
else
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pMember.text =""
end if
end EnterFrame
on Mouseup
slicedOn = FALSE
if ooMainObject ="Intake" then
pSprite = sprite(50)
pMember = pSprite.member
pCamera =pMember.camera[1]
pCameraOriginTransform = pCamera.transform
pName = pMember.name
case pName of
"Intake":
pSprite.member="IntakeCrossSection"
pCamera =pSprite.member.camera[1]
pCamera.transform = pCamera0riginTransform
slicedOn = TRUE
"IntakeCrossSection":
pSprite.member="Intake"
pCamera =pSprite.member.camera[1]
pCamera.transform = pCamera0riginTransform
slicedOn = FALSE
end case
end if
end

Lingo Code 21: Flash Texture for changed detail
global ooMainObject
global slicedOn
property ChangedModel
property pSprite
property pMember
property pModel
property pShader
property pAmbient
property pPreAmbient
-- pseudo property for making fake models
property OktoChanged
-property pID
on beginSprite
-- check parameter for critical changes
critObject = "Intake"
tSprite = sprite the currentSpriteNum)
tSprite.blend = 0
if ooMainObject = critObject then
tSprite.blend = 100
end if
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end
on mouseWithIn me
if OktoChanged then
F1ashTexture
end i f
end
on mouseEnter
OktoChanged = TRUE
if slicedOn then
OktoChanged = FALSE
end if
if ooMainObject <> "Intake" then
OktoChanged = FALSE
end if
if OktoChanged then
InIt
end i f
end
on mouseLeave
if OktoChanged then
pShader.ambient = pPreAmbient
end i f
end
on InIt (aModel )
with 3D model (s )
pSprite = sprite (50 ) -- sprite
aModel = "Intake:Insert"
ChangedModel = aModel
pMember = pSprite.member
pModel = pMember.model(ChangedModel)
pShader = pModel.shader
pPreAmbient = pShader.ambient
end
on FlashTexture
--set parameter
flashOnColor = rgb (255, 0, 0 )
flashOffColor = rgb (255, 255, 255 )
if voidP (pID) then
pID = TRUE
end if
if pID then
pShader.ambient =flashOnColor
pID =FALSE
else
pShader.ambient =flashOffColor
pID =TRUE
end if
delay 10
end
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Lingo Code 22: Zoom into 3D Object
property pSprite
property pCamera
property aDollyAmount
on mouseWithin me
if the mouseDown=TRUE then
pSprite = sprite(50)
pCamera = pSprite.camera
aDollyAmount = -30
pCamera.translate(0,0, aDollyAmount )
end if
end

Lingo Code 23: Zoom out of 3D Object
property pSprite
.property pCamera
property aDollyAmount
on mouseWithin me
if the mouseDown=TRUE then
pSprite = sprite(50)
pCamera = pSprite.camera
aDollyAmount = 30
pCamera.translate(0,0, aDollyAmount )
end if
end

Lingo Code 24: Rotate 3D Object to the Left
property pModel
property pMember
on mouseWithIn
aRotateAmount = 3
if the mousedown then
pSprite = sprite(50)
pCamera = pSprite.member.camera[1]
pModel = pSprite.member.model[1]
pCamera.rotate(vector(0,aRotateAmount,0),pModel)
end if
end mouseWithIn

Lingo Code 25: Rotate 3D Object to the Right
property pModel
property pMember
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on mouseWithIn
aRotateAmount = -3
if the mousedown then
pSprite = sprite(50)
pCamera = pSprite.member.camera[1]
pModel = pSprite.member.model[1]
pCamera.rotate(vector(0,aRotateAmount,0),pModel}
end if
end mouseWithIn

Lingo Code 26: Reset Object Stage to Original Position
property pCamera
property pCameraOriginTransform
on BeginSprite
pCamera = sprite(50) ,member.camera[1]
pCamera0riginTransform = duplicate(pCamera.transform)
end beginSprite
on mouseUp
pCamera.transform = pCamera0riginTransform
end
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c) Accompanying CD-ROM
System requirements for CD-ROM: Windows 98 or higher; 64 MB R.AM, 128 MB RAM
recommended; Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.01 or higher.
CD-ROM contains a series of files (including the beta application of this project as
explained in Chapter 3.3, Macromedia Director source files, HTML Help Xtra file, and
reference files) simulating the typical urban intersection object-oriented specifications.
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